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Tyrkey:    

 6-700 000 

Lebanon:  

1 000 000 

Jordan:  

600 000 – 1,3 mil 

Iraq:  

220 000 

IDPs: 

6-7 000 000 + 

Egypt:  

300 000 

Refugees + IDPs 

= 

+10 000 000 



Statistics 

 2014  

 IDPs : 6,5 million 

 Refugees : 3 million 

 Population (21 mil) 

 (Source : UNHCR)  

Sweden, Denmark, Norway, 
half  of  Finland.. 

 Difference :  

 WWII was international. 

 Syria is non-international. 

´ 

 

 Syria :Originally 425 000 Palestinians (+ 
Iraqis)  

 Neighboring countries: 

 Lebanon. 1 million + 425 000 
Palestinian refugees   (3 MILL) 

 Jordan  1.3 million + 1.9 million 
Palestinian refugees, 25 000 Iraqi.            
(4 MILL) 

 Iraq : 220 000 + 1.1 million ‘old’ 
IDPs, .400 000 ‘new’ IDPs. (32 
MILL) 

 Regional Regional Response Plan (RRP), 
Syrian Humanitarian Assistance 
Response Plan (SHARP) 

 Three options: repatriation; local 
integration or resettlement 

 

 

 







Regime 

Opposition OTHER  

OPPOSITION 

GROUPS 

 International law 

 Who is ‘the State authorities’ ? 

 UNHRC 

 Arab League  

 UN SC Resolutions 

 UNSC. Res. 2118 (2013) 

 UNSC Res. 2139 (2014).  

 “Expressing grave concern at the increasing number of refugees and internally displaced persons caused by the conflict in Syria, 
destabilising impact on the entire region, admirable efforts, need for all parties to respect security and civilian character of camps 
for refugees and internally displaced persons 

 6. “Demands that all parties, in particular the Syrian authorities, promptly allow rapid, safe and unhindered humanitarian access 
for UN humanitarian agencies and their implementing partners, including across conflict lines and across borders, in order to 
ensure that humanitarian assistance reaches people in need through the most direct routes; 

 

 

 



Actors continued.. 
Terrorists?  

 Syrian regime: ‘everybody’ 

 Saudi : al-Nusra, ISIS, (+ Muslim Brotherhood, all 

atheists) 

 US: al-Nusra Dec. 2012. ISIS ? Leaders ? 

 UN list .UNSC res. 1267 (1999) and 1989 (2011) 

concerning “Al-Qaida and associated individuals 

and entities” 

Other status under international law ? 

 

 

 



Implications 
 What does it mean that the regime is ‘state authorities’ 

? 

 DE JURE SOVEREIGN RIGHTS DESPITE THE 
LACK OF DE FACTO TERRITORIAL CONTROL  

 Human Rights Council Permanent Mission of  Inquiry to 
Syria. 

  7 reports. No access 

 Humanitarian organizations: ’must choose sides’. 
UNOCHA. NRC.  

 Regime provides access depending on its own interests. 

 OPCW observers, chemical weapons. “assistance to get rid 
of  weapons” 

 





3 legal regimes 
 Refugee law  

 at all times 

 Protection against 
persecution by NNs 
home state. 

 Humanitarian law 

 in armed conflict 

 Protection against certain types of  
violence by any party to an armed 
conflict. Protection against 
persecution by enemy state. 

 Human rights law 

 at all times 

 Protection against persecution by the state under whose control 
or jurisdiction NN is 

  Any state can have obligations under RL, IHL, IHRL 

1) IHRL applies at all times  

2) IHL applies only linked to armed conflict 

3) IRL applies to refugees at all times 

 



ENEMY  

STATE 

“ISRAEL” 

“Turkey” ? 

“US”? 

Norway ? 

HOME STATE 

SYRIA  

 

HOST STATE 

Lebanon 

Jordan 

Turkey 

Iraq 

Israel 

Norway Status : IDP 

Status: 

- Protected person 

- Civilian/Combatant 

- Refugee 

 

 

 

 

Status: Refugee, 

temporary protection 

or semi-lawful status,. 



Human rights law 

 
SYRIA ratifying party to  

 - ICCPR, ICESCR, CEDAW (2003) 

 - Arab Charter on Human rights (2007) 

 

1) By regime 

2) By aspiring authorities (?) 

 

HOST STATES : # Lebanon. 

 1 million registered 

  3 million Lebanese residents… 

  25 % of  population 

 Guests/Illegal ? 

 Registration/Camps /urban settlement ? 



Derogation from IHRL 
 Derogation clauses are provided for in various treaties: 

 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) Article 4 

 European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) Article 15    

 American Convention of  Human Rights (ACHR) Article 27   

 Arab Charter on Human Rights (ACtHR) Article 4 

 Different states may be subject to different emergency derogation 
regimes, depending on the states’ adherence to these treaties as the list 
of  non-derogable rights may vary from treaty to treaty. 

 Public emergency threatening the life of  the nation 

 Notification (ICCRP 4(3)) 

 Proportionality 

 Consistency 

 Non-discrimination 

 Non-derogable rights 



 Main problem not derogation, but violation.. 

 UNDHR Article 1, ICCPR article 12. Everyone has the right to 
freedom of  movement and residence within the borders of  each State 

 Everyone has the right to leave any country , including his own, and to 
return to his country.  

 Assad regime 2012: imprisonment for all Syria males between the ages 
of  18 – 45 who leave the country 

 If  caught – imprisoned. Very high risks to life and physical integrity. 

 UN Declaration on Territorial Asylum Article 3. 1. no rejection at the 
frontier.  

 Neighboring countries : closed borders 

 2. Exception for overriding reasons of  national security or in order to 
safeguard the population, as in the case of  a mass influx of  persons.  

 3. shall consider the possibility of  granting going to another State.  

 

 

 Cannot be expulsed. Non-refoulment, CAT article 3. etc. 

 



Humanitarian law 

 
 Syria: ratified GC I-IV. API. Not APII  

 Customary law (ICRC Study on IHL, 2006/2010) 

 Rules :  

1) Rules for conduct of  hostilitites 

 “Refugees no particular protection” 

1) Protection of  victims of  war  

 “Refugees protected” 

 Fairly good protection. But does it apply ? 



IHL – does it apply? 
 Geneva I-IV, API (IAC) 

 GCI-IV Common Article 2. 

 Between High Contracting 
Parties to the Geneva 
Conventions. Military 
Occupation. Declared 
War. 

 Low threshold of  
hostilities. ICRC 
Commentary 

 Numerous protections 
bestowed on civilians, 
protected persons and a 
couple specifically to 
refugees.  

 Does it apply ? 

 Common Article 3(NIAC) 

 Applies in all conflicts 

 ICJ Nicaragua case 

 ICTY Tadic 1995 

 US Supreme court Hamdan 
2004 

 Lower threshold 

 APII (NIAC) 

 Higher threshold 

 ICC. What threshold ? 

 

 



 Protection (to prevent 
displacement) (refugees and 
IDPs) 

 Protection as civilians under 
IHL.API 48,51 APII 13 

 Protection against direct 
attack (API 48/51(2), APII 
13 (2), (CA 3/customary law 
?) (ICC 8(2) 8e) (i) 
(‘protracted armed conflict’) 

 EXCEPTION : for such time 
as take a direct part in 
hostilitites (API 51(3), APII 
13(3) 

 Protection against 
indiscriminate attack API 
51(4). 

 Protection of  objects 
indispensable to the survival of  
the civilian population ( API 
54, APII 14). Common article 
3 ?ICC ?  Customary law.  

 Protection against displacement 

 GCIV article 49 (refugees) 

 Individual or mass forcible 
transfer 

 Within or beyond borders 

 Exception “imperative military 
reasons”. Can only be temporary 

 APII article 17 (IDPs) 

 (1) The displacement of  the 
civilian population shall not be 
ordered for reasons related to the 
conflict unless the security of  the 
civilians involved or imperative 
military reasons so demand.  

 (2) Civilians shall not be 
compelled to leave their own 
territory for reasons connected 
with the conflict. 

 ICC 8(2) e (viii). War crime in 
‘protracted armed conflict’. 

 GC I-IV Common Article 3 ? 

 Customary law ?  The principle 
applies. 

 



 Protection to refugees during displacement (refugees) 

 As civilian population 

 GC IV 49. OP ensure, to the greatest practicable extent, that proper accommodation is 
provided to receive the protected persons, that the removals are effected in satisfactory 
conditions of  hygiene, health, safety and nutrition, and that members of  the same 
family are not separated. 

 GCIV 49. OP not detain protected persons in an area particularly exposed to the 
dangers of  war unless the security of  the population or imperative military reasons so 
demand 

 APII 17 (1) Should such displacements have to be carried out, all possible measures 
shall be taken in order that the civilian population may be received under satisfactory 
conditions of  shelter, hygiene, health, safety and nutrition. 

 As aliens in the territory of  a state party to a conflict (GCVI)) . 

 Enjoy basic protections and rights of   “protected persons” 

 Guarantees of  means of  existence 

 Strictest means: internment or  assigned residence  

 Protection against forced transfer 

 Right to leave the territory, subject to national interest of  the state 

 Better protection than enemy aliens. Refugee undefined – de facto situation decisive.. 

 GCIV 44 . Refugees shall not be treated as alien enemies 

 Protection as ‘protected persons’ if  home state becomes occupying power in country of  
refuge 

 API.73. Refugees and stateless persons are “protected persons” under GCI-IV. 

 

 

 

 



Refugees 

Qualification as refugee 

 1951 Convention: not enough 
alone to flee conflict 

 1969 OAU Refugee 
Convention, 1984 Cartagena 
Declaration : expands to 
persons fleeing armed 
conflict.  

 “temporary protection” 

 Problems: 

 Acts by regime 

 Acts by refugees 

 Acts by regime-allies in 
neighboring countries.  

 

 

 A person who is outside his or 
her country of  nationality or 
habitual residence; has a well 
founded fear of persecution 
because of  his or her race, 
religion, nationality, 
membership of a particular 
social group or political opinion; 
and is unable or unwilling to 
avail himself  or herself  of the 
protection of that country, or to 
return there, for fear of  
persecution.  

 

Syrian refugees with limited legal status in Lebanon 

fall into three main categories:  

(1) refugees who have entered Lebanon 

through unofficial border crossings and do 

not possess any identity documents;  

(2) refugees who have entered through 

unofficial border crossings but have identity 

documents; or  

(3) refugees who entered Lebanon through 

official border crossings but have not 

renewed their Lebanese residency permit 

once it has expired.  

 



Refugee law 
 

 UNDHR article 14. 

 Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution 

 This right may not be invoked in the case of  prosecutions genuinely arising form … acts 
contrary to the purposes and principles of  the United Nations.. 

 UN Declaration on Territorial Asylum Article 4 . States granting asylum shall not 
permit persons who have received asylum to engage in activities contrary to the 
purposes and principles of  the United Nations 

 Armed struggle against the authorities of  a State. Is this against the ‘purposes and 
principles of  the UN’? 

 UNSC Res 1373:  

 before granting refugee status, for the purpose of  ensuring that the asylum seeker has 
not planned, facilitated or participated in the commission of  terrorist acts. 

 Ensure ..that refugee status is not abused by the perpetrators, organizers or facilitators 
of  terroirist acts,  

 Exclusion of  those fleeing armed 
conflict 



ENEMY  

STATE 

“ISRAEL” 

“Turkey” ? 

“US”? 

Norway ? 

HOME STATE 

SYRIA  

 

HOST STATE 

Lebanon 

Jordan 

Turkey 

Iraq 

Israel 

Norway Status : IDP 

Status: 

- Protected person 

- Civilian/Combatant 

- Refugee 

 

Humanitarian law 

Refugee law 

Human rights law 

 

 

 

Status: Refugees, or 

semi-lawful status 

Human rights law 

Assad regime treatment of 

human beings in Syria “under  

control or jurisdiction” 

 

Humanitarian law (NIAC) 

Assad regime, Opposition, 

non-aligned armed groups  

in treatment of  all humans 

directly affected by the armed  

conflict.  

Refugee law 

Human rights law 

Humanitarian law 

OAGs regime 

Weak protection Strong protection. 

Not relevant 



Domiz, Irak 



Social issues in host countries 

 Infrastructure 

 Economy 

 Very vulnerable groups. Women and children. 

 Short term perspectives.  Crime. 

 Long term perspectives. Education, work 

opportunities. 



Political issues in host countries 

 Do refugees ‘cause conflict’?  

  E.g. Lebanon 

 Are refugees ‘an obstacle to peace’?  

 E.g. Palestine. 

 Are refugees are an important political tool.  

 E.g. Kurdish Syria.  

 

Q: does this influence their rights under international law ? 

Q: does this influence their ability and willingness to operate 
under full name. And does this influence their status ? 





Sum up  

Syrians Caught in the Middle 

 Legal protection of  displaced people is considerably less 
robust in non-international conflicts. 

 Refugee law 

 Human rights law 

 Humanitarian law 

 Political situation (support to opposition)  situation 
under international law 

 Reliance on ordinary procedures, rules and implementation 
mechanisms to protect displaced is complicated 

 De facto ‘international conflict’ (dangers), de jure non-
international (protections). 

 



 
UN Declaration on Territorial Asylum Article 2  

 

 2. Where a State finds difficulty in granting or 

continuing to grant asylum, States individually or 

jointly or through the United Nations shall consider, 

in a spirit of  international solidarity, appropriate 

measures to lighten the burden on that State.  

 



 

 UN Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement  

 Persons or groups of  persons who have been forced or 

obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of  

habitual residence, in particular as a result of  or in 

order to avoid the effects of  armed conflict, situations 

of  generalized violence, violations of  human rights or 

natural or human-made disasters, and who have not 

crossed an internationally recognized State border.  

 



 

 Geneva Convention IV  

 Art. 44: In applying the measures of  control mentioned in 
the present Convention, the Detaining Power shall not treat 
as enemy aliens exclusively on the basis of  their nationality 
de jure of  an enemy State, refugees who do not, in fact, 
enjoy the protection of  any government.  

 Article 45: In no circumstances shall a protected person be 
transferred to a country where he or she may have reason 
to fear persecution for his or her political opinions or 
religious beliefs.  

 


